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B2 PREPARATION - CEP de JAÉN



SESSION 2: DREAMS AND NIGHTMARES OBJECTIVES LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS: paraphrasing, hypothesising, expressing regrets, wishes and hopes, guessing and making assumptions. GRAMMAR: correct verb patterns after wish and hope, must / might / could (not) / can’t + have + past participle. LEXIS: vocabulary related to dreams and nightmares, cohesive devices to recap and recover, e.g. As I was saying, anyway …, hesitation fillers, e.g. I mean, you know …, stock phrases to gain time for thought and keep the turn, e.g. well, let me think …, phrases and expressions relating to the language functions listed above. PHONOLOGY: the correct pronunciation of vocabulary specific to the topic and subject area, rising and falling intonation for keeping, giving up and offering turns, stress and rhythm to highlight and emphasise main points and ideas, intonation and pitch to convey attitude.



STARTING OFF Dreams are images, thoughts, sounds and voices, experienced when we sleep. They may include people you know, people you've never met, places you've been, and places you've never even heard of. Sometimes they're as simple as recalling events that happened earlier in the day. At other times they can be strange and mysterious. Some people believe that dreams give us special messages, others believe they reveal our fears and worries. Most scientists believe that dreams are a way for our brains to consolidate all the information we accumulate in our day-to-day lives. Watch the following video and then, in pairs, ask and answer the following questions: - Do you agree that dreams have a significance? - What do you think about dream interpretation? - Do you ever have recurring dreams? - What is the best dream you ever had? - Speak about a nightmare you have had. Dream interpretation activity. Student A gets a card with a picture, student B gets a card with a corresponding dream interpretation. The task of student A is to imagine that he/she had a night dream about what is depicted in the picture and think it through in all details. Student B meanwhile reads the interpretation and tries to memorize it. When both students are ready, the first student describes his/her dream and his/her partner interprets it in his/her own words, asking for more details if necessary.
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B2 PREPARATION - CEP de JAÉN LISTENING Listen to Jill telling Bob about a dream she had. Are the statements true or false? - Jill had the dream when she was climbing in the Alps. - At first she felt afraid in the dream, but by the end she felt OK. - Bob had a very similar dream the night before. - Bob believes that dreams can tell you things.



Listen again and put these verbs in the table below, together with the verbs that come after tem in the correct form. encourage want help begin



persuade decide make keep



start risk



manage hear



let need



mean try



remember



Verb patterns Verb + infinitive



verb + ing



Verb + obj + infinitive



verb + object + -ing



encouraging me to keep



Verb + obj + infinitive without to



Work in pairs. Discuss what you think Jill’s dream might mean. Listen to Bob interpreting Jill’s dream. Complete the sentences. -



Well, you’ve stopped It’s when you stop But as soon as you went on You’ll just go on



for your old company recently. about it that you feel anxious. , another path appeared. the next mountain.
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B2 PREPARATION - CEP de JAÉN VOCABULARY See Appendices I & II



GRAMMAR See Appendices III & IV



SPEAKING Tell each other about a nightmare that you remember having. Make assumptions about what it might have meant.



I think you might have dreamt that because …



That could have meant that you were …



We can guess and make assumptions or deductions about the past action or situation that created the present situation. We use must / might / could (not) / can’t + have + past participle. I might have eaten too much last night. You could have left your phone at school. That can’t have been the right answer.



- What do you usually dream about? What was the last dream you had that you can remember? What do you think it must have meant? - What do you remember dreaming about as a child? - Do you remember your dreams and nightmares? Do you ever try to interpret your dreams? - Have you ever tried to remember a dream, but you couldn’t? - Do you believe that your dreams are a window into reality? Why / Why not? - Have your dreams ever become true? What happened? - What would be the perfect dream for you? - Have you tried writing dreams down and thinking about what they might mean? Ramón Mesa / Isabel Mª Quesada
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B2 PREPARATION - CEP de JAÉN



- In your culture, what do specific dreams mean? For example, dreaming of pigs in the Korean culture means the dreamer will be getting a lot of money. - Here is a list of common dreams. What might they represent? - I’m being chased



- I’m flying



- I died in my dream last night



- I’m naked



- I’m falling



- I was bitten by a snake



For further information about the topic, you can watch here the Nova documentary What are dreams?



What are dreams and why do we have them? Nova joins leading dream researchers as they embark on a variety of neurological and psychological experiments to investigate the world of sleep and dreams. Delving deep into the thoughts and brains of a variety of dreamers, scientists are asking important questions about the purpose of this mysterious realm we escape to at night. Do dreams allow us to get a good night's sleep? Do they improve memory? Do they allow us to be more creative? Can they solve our problems or even help us survive the hazards of everyday life? You can read the transcript here
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B2 PREPARATION - CEP de JAÉN SESSION 2 GLOSSARY



(Write down all the new words you learn in this unit together with related specific vocabulary)
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HANDOUT 

Why do you think Paul says we are light in verses 8â€“14? Is there something in our identity that has changed from darkness to light? Paul also asks us to â€œlive as ...
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Student Handout 

A farmer wants to make the largest possible rectangular pen for his dogs. He has 60 feet of fencing. What is the largest area the pen can have? What should the ...
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Student Handout 

However, in this problem you will use the TI-Nspire CAS to manually collect data in a spreadsheet, make a scatterplot of the data, and make observations based ...
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Handout def 

Jos Kole & Doret de Ruyter, VU University Amsterdam ... Project of sustaining teachers' professionalism through emphasis on role of professional ideals.
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Better Searches handout 

box to refine your searches and get the best results. Â© Exact Phrase ... What you'll get: results that include the exact phrase ... link to a particular website. What to ...
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CSHA Handout 

Phonemic Awareness. Activities and Consultation Strategies for Advanced Code.. Advanced Code Flash. Cards.. Fluency Builders.. Reading Games.
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FOSS6 handout 

The company lawyers considered employee demands for a raise but they. (344 ms) didn't act until a strike seemed imminent. VP modifier for a month. (372 ms).
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Better Searches handout 

What to type: â€œone small step for man". What you'll get: results that include ... What you'll get: results with the word â€œphone,â€� as well as â€œcell,â€� â€œcellular,â€� â€œwireless," ...
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DWP Handout Sonnaert.pptx - crissp 

bi-l-da. Evans 1995. 1. Morphology. â€¢ Suppletive paradigm (GuaranÃ). â€¢ Regular person stem + number affix. (Quechua). â€¢ Suppletive person stem + number affix.
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Handout # : Dubai 

in overdrive , and not surprisingly, the speed of it all has had unintended social and political consequences. KROFT: ... Some people call it Dubai, Inc., and besides all the investments at home, it includes extensive ... Informal. an intense stat
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... changed from fixed interval to variable interval and from fixed ratio to variable ratio. Above taken from: http://chiron.valdosta.edu/whuitt/col/behsys/operant.html.
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PowerPoint Handout 

During the PPT activity, take notes on Romanticism from the screen so that during our class ... Romantic Period, take notes on the pieces of art and poetry.
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prze-na-siadywaÄ‡ siÄ™. PERD-DIST-sit self. Wiland (2012): generalization about Polish aspectual prefixes: â€¢ given any two vP-external prefixes that can stack in the order X>Y, the reversed order. Y>X is ill-formed (holds without without exception)
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handout-english.pdf 

computerised machine, hence you should carefully read instructions regarding handling of the. answersheet and the method of marking answers. You are ...
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shadowy, crashing the boat? Is the moon bright or. hidden? The boat is rolling around, you see all are afraid. Suddenly you notice Peter has stopped shouting.
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SSILA 2011 Handout | Google Sites 

I tentatively follow her proposal that such elements are base-generated adjoined to CP: ... (16) John, who met someone in the coffee shop, bought them a drink.
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Handout Mindfulness Fr.pdf 

La pleine conscience: ramener son attention, sur le moment prÃ©sent, intentionnellement, sans jugement : (dÃ©finition de Jon Kabat Zinn). La pleine conscience ...
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A marked trail ride of approximately seven miles will contain ten obstacles for you to. navigate .... opportunity to enjoy this wonderful park for many years to come!
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EarthDay handout-CDPS.pdf 

Recycle. Take These Steps to Make a Difference! Buy less stuff and/or buy used. $. Page 1. EarthDay handout-CDPS.pdf. EarthDay handout-CDPS.pdf. Open.
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PSAT handout - sophomores.pdf 

We. encourage students who are not pursuing a traditional four-year college path after high school to attend the Great. Careers field trip in March put on by the ...
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Handout - Taste Pragmatically 

Mar 31, 2009 - In the process, we'll be trying to shed light on various issues related to agreement & disagreement, ..... You're an idiot! It totally only had two. John: Fine, whatever, it had two loops. Just don't join any trivia contests any time s
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS. Do you see ... Recently earned a bachelor's degree or higher. â€¢ Earned ... over the course of two years. Join us as ...
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